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PACK YOUR
KIT BAG…
…
Our selection of stuff we’ve tested or read over the last two months.
GARMIN SWIM ▼

£129.99 from garmin.com
Garmin’s Swim watch is a sleek low profile
and lightweight watch for swimmers. The
clever ‘sleep mode’ preserves battery life,
when not in use and the watch soon springs
to life if you touch the screen.
Setting up your data is straightforward. If
you train in different pools, selecting your
pool size ensures distances are measured
correctly. These can also be entered manually.
To assist the Garmin Swim capture
distance data, it’s important to utilise an
effective streamline from the wall. The
watch will count your lengths and measure
distances. A nicely motivating feature
is weekly cumulative training distance
displayed at the bottom of the ‘home’ screen!
A simple scroll through the viewing
history displays all your data: distance,
pace, stroke rate/ count and type of stroke.
Customising the data fields allows the
selection of medley strokes or drill-logging
feature, ensuring all elements of your
training session are accurately recorded.
Training data can be viewed via your online
‘dashboard’ in Garmin Connect. Use the
USB ANT Stick and download the pairing
agent for MAC or PC, to enable transfer of
data wirelessly from the watch.
Fiona Ford, Certified SwimSmooth coach
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SPEEDO SUPER ELITE WETSUIT

£620 from speedo.co.uk
This is Speedo’s top-of-the-range
swimming wetsuit for 2013, as can
be deduced from the hefty price
tag, and it comes with all the
features you’d expect from a
flagship product. These include
an improved surface coating,
‘Aqualift’ panels (intended
to help maintain a high elbow
during the initial phase of the stroke) and
‘Vortex Stroke’ panels. This latter feature,
which we think is unique to Speedo, was
introduced in an earlier version of the
suit. The idea is for a series of flaps on
the forearm to expand as you pull through
the water to maximise power delivery. We
weren’t overly impressed with the first
incarnation as the panels could tear easily.
The new version is more robust. The suit is
comfortable to swim in, feels fast and comes
in both men’s and women’s versions.

AQUAVIZ SWIMMING MASK ▼

From £39.95 + p&p from aquaviz.com
For swimmers who prefer masks to goggles,
and who also wear glasses, Aquaviz is worth
a look. The mask uses an insert to correct
for vision defects that can be made to
just about any eye prescription. The insert
clicks into place inside the mask at the
same distance from your eyes
as normal glasses, which
means no adjustment
to your prescription is
needed. Rather than
buy an approximate
prescription, as is the
case for many optical
swimming goggles,
you send your glasses
prescription to Aquaviz who make the
inserts to order. The insert can also be
removed if you want to use the mask

without optical adjustment. In addition, if
you’re into skiing and snorkelling the insert
is interchangeable with Aquaviz’s Snow
Goggles and Snorkelling Mask. The mask
is comfortable, gives good all-round vision
and forms a strong seal around the eyes. We
had some misting problems with an early
version but later models come with anti-fog
coated lenses.
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BOUNCE NATURAL
ENERGY BALLS ▶

Bouncefoods.com
We discovered these
delicious and nutritious
snacks at the Triathlon
Show and became a fan
immediately. Bounce
Natural Energy Balls come
in six enticing varieties including
‘Coconut and Macadamia Protein Bliss’
and ‘Fudgie Walnut Brain Storm’. Each one is packed with healthy
ingredients and make ideal post swim recovery snacks or midafternoon treats when you need a energy lift.

OPEN WATER SWIM TOW FLOAT AND TOW BAG
£19.99 - £32.99 from chillswim.com
Staying visible to other water
users while swimming is
essential. A black wetsuit can
render you almost invisible
in some conditions and even
the brightest swimming cap
is relatively small and often
underwater. One solution is
to tow a high-visibility float.
These ones from Chillswim
can be inflated in seconds, are
attached to the swimmer with
a waistband and cause barely
any drag while swimming. They
are also a useful safety device
if, for some reason, you need to
stop and rest when you are out
of your depth and away from
the shore.
For longer swims where you might want to take a small
towel or a snack with you, the inflatable Tow Bag is a
good option, and is available in four sizes from 20L to
50L. Although heavier and larger than the Tow Float, this
still causes little drag and also doubles as an emergency
floating support if needed.

▼ CARE PLUS LIGHTWEIGHT ANTI-INSECT SPRAY

£2.49 from careplus.eu
A long summer evening, you’ve been for a swim and have just
broken out the cheese and wine when 10,000 insects descend on
you. Yes, unfortunately, bity little flying creatures seem to like
the open water as much as you do. Insect repellent is the answer
but it often comes in inconveniently large bottles or tubes.
Not so the new lightweight option
from Care Plus. This 9cm long by
1.5cm diameter tube weighs just
14g and is small enough to slip
almost unnoticed underneath
a swimming costume so you
can spray on as soon as
you emerge from the
water, or stick a tube
in your kit bag
for emergencies.
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SWIMMING WITHOUT STRESS

By Ian Cross
£6.99 from amazon.co.uk
Ian Cross is a swimming coach, blogger
and swim kit retailer. In this slim volume,
subtitled ‘Lessons for Land Lovers’ he shares
his passion for the water and in particular,
stress-free swimming through the application
of the Alexander Technique. With chapters
on the benefits of swimming, breaststroke,
backstroke, front crawl and interval training,
the book is a good, concise introduction to swimming for
beginners or for people struggling with confidence in the water.
For Cross the quality of the experience is more important than
the time taken to cover any particular distance and he includes a
chapter on becoming a Zen triathlete. More advanced swimmers
and some coaches may quibble with some of Cross’s technical
descriptions, especially his emphasis on ‘gliding’, and will need to
look elsewhere for high performance advice. Cross also provides
a training plan for beginner triathletes.

TAKING THE WATERS:
A SWIM AROUND HAMPSTEAD HEATH

By Caitlin Davies
£12.99 from amazon.co.uk
Given the recent growth in mass participation
swimming races one could almost be forgiven
for thinking that ‘open water swimming’ is
a new sport, spun out of triathlon. Davies
reminds us that instead it has a long and
illustrious history in her beautiful book about
swimming on Hampstead Heath. The bathing ponds on the heath
have a history dating back around 300 years when the ponds were
first created as reservoirs to serve London. In Victorian times
“people swam when, where and how they liked.” Sadly this casual
attitude resulted in many accidents and drownings.
Davies traces how the three swimming ponds (one for
women, one for men and one mixed) on Hampstead Heath, as
well as the nearby Parliament Hill Lido, came into existence,
and how their use has changed throughout history.
Visitors and regulars alike should read this book for a better
appreciation of what swimmers past and present have done to
keep such wonderful facilities alive.

BEYOND THE BEACH
THE SECRET WILD SWIMS OF TORBAY

By Matt Newbury and Sophie Pierce
£12 from secretwildswims.wordpress.com
Pick up this book and there’s a good chance
you’ll be on the next plane, train or automobile
to Devon. Matt Newbury grew up there and
has been exploring its swimming spots since
childhood while his co-author Sophie Pierce
fled land-locked Oxfordshire to form the South
Devon wild swimming club. Between them
they’ve spilled the beans on 15 delightful sea swims around
Torquay, Paignton and Brixham. Stunning scenery, curious
wildlife and lovely clear water await, along with caves to explore
and beaches to lounge on. While some of the landscape is
reminiscent of warmer climes, visitors should be warned that
water temperatures rarely exceed 17°C. However, the authors
suggest that with suitable precautions and acclimatisation,
these swims can be done at any time of the year as even in the
depths of winter it’s usually above 5°C in the sea.

